Working Through
and With
Anxiety

With Vini K.D

“Self-care is the constant practice
of not letting more pain accumulate.
It’s about continually remembering
that our lives are of great value.
It is the active process of setting
our nervous systems so that we have
more access to the present moment.”
– Susan Raffo

We
Need
You

What is Anxiety?

In order to work with a common understanding of what Anxiety is- let’s use this basic definition
from anxiety.org:

Anxiety is the mind and body's reaction to stressful, dangerous, or unfamiliar
situations. It's the sense of uneasiness, distress, or dread you feel before a
significant event. A certain level of Anxiety helps us stay alert and aware, but for
those suffering from an anxiety disorder, it feels far from normal - it can be
completely debilitating.
Some signs of symptoms of anxiety/ panic attack :
Emotional symptoms:

Physical symptoms:

Feelings of apprehension or dread

Pounding or racing heart and shortness of breath

Feeling tense or jump

Sweating, tremors and twitches

Restlessness or irritability

Headaches, fatigue and insomnia

Anticipating the worst and being watchful for signs of

Upset stomach, frequent urination or diarrhea

danger

Just Checking…
It might seem silly to say, but before delving too deep into working through anxiety,
it’s always a good idea to make sure your basic needs are met; I can’t tell you how
many times I have thought I was having unexplained reality when I was just really
having low–blood sugar.
So check• Have I eaten recently?
• Do I need to use the bathroom?
• How did I sleep last night?

Checking in with these things and meetings some basic needs can help us navigate
why we are feeling the way we are feeling; even if we can’t meet those needs right
away, it’s always good to have the information.

Breathing Tips
Sometimes when we are feeling stressed, we find that we are
holding our breath, or breathing too fast, which stresses us out
even more.
Before I start any breathing exercises, I like to start by checking
my body, like we did in the body scan• My sure my jaw is loose/ unclenched
• Make sure my shoulders are relaxed and not up around my
ears (where they like to hang out when I’m stressed)
• Let out some sighs- sometimes very dramatic ones,
depending on my mood
• Keeping my mouth soft/loosely closed, take a breath in
through my nose and blow out forcefully through my lips
aka. “horse lips” (hot tip: don’t do this one close to another
person, because you are likely to blow out some spit with
this one!
• Place one hand on my belly and the other over my heart.
Your hands will tell you what part of your body, and what
muscles, you are using to breathe.

Diaphramatic Breathing
there are a lot of similar breathing techniques to this one, this happens to be my personal favorite.
Sometimes, for folks the holding/ exhale is too long, and they prefer shorter breaths. You can do similar
breaths with or with out the holding-in part, the main idea is to make your exhale twice as long as your
inhale and, if you can, breath in through the nose, out through the mouth.

Dr. Weil’s 4-7-8 Breath

- Andrew Weil, M.D
Conscious breathing takes various forms. Dr. Weil believes each variety can be a useful tool for achieving
a desired mental or physical state. As the Zen Buddhist monk Thích Nhất Hạnh puts it, “Feelings come and

go like clouds in a windy sky. Conscious breathing is my anchor.”

Although you can do the exercise in any position, sit with your back straight while learning the exercise.
Place the tip of your tongue against the ridge of tissue just behind your upper front teeth and keep it

there through the entire exercise. You will be exhaling through your mouth around your tongue; try
pursing your lips slightly if this seems awkward.

4-7-8 Breath Cont.
1. Exhale completely through your mouth, making a whoosh sound.
2. Close your mouth and inhale quietly through your nose to a mental count of four.
3. Hold your breath for a count of seven.
4. Exhale completely through your mouth, making a whoosh sound to a count of eight. This is one breath.
5. Now inhale again and repeat the cycle three more times for a total of four breaths. Note that you always
inhale quietly through your nose and exhale audibly through your mouth. The tip of your tongue stays in
position the whole time. Exhalation takes twice as long as inhalation. The absolute time you spend on
each phase is not important; the ratio of 4:7:8 is important. If you have trouble holding your breath, speed
the exercise up but keep to the ratio of 4:7:8 for the three phases. With practice you can slow it all down
and get used to inhaling and exhaling more and more deeply
This text is original published on Dr. Weil’s website, where you can also
Watch a video of him demonstrating this technique

https://www.drweil.com/videos-features/videos/breathing-exercises-4-7-8-breath/

Once you get your breath in-order, we can work on grounding our self and
Bringing our awareness to the present.
I want to acknowledge that you might not be in a safe or relaxing space right now. For example- when I was
spending a lot of time at the hospital during my daughter’s cancer treatment, it didn’t feel relaxing to ground
myself in my current reality– so sometimes I would think of a favorite place or somewhere I felt super-safe and
relaxed. If you are in safe place, go ahead and use the following exercise - if not, feel free to modify it by using
a made-up space or envision a place that you love.

5-4-3-2-1 Anxiety Calming Exercise
5: Name FIVE things you see around you
4: Name FOUR things you can touch
3: Name THREE things you hear.
2: Name TWO things you can smell.
1: Name One thing you can taste

Repeat this exercise as many times as you like. <3

Move it out
CALMING our anxiety is a nice idea, but sometimes before that can happen, we need to be able to move

that energy OUT of our bodies. Anxiety causes our body to release stress-hormones, like adrenaline and
cortisol- which is all well and good if your are being chased by a rhinoceros at the top of a skyscraper, but
it’s not super helpful when you are trying to attend a meeting, give a presentation, go on a date, go to sleepyou know, human things.
So, before doing all the nice relaxing things, we may need to get our physical activity on to help move that
energy OUT.
Some movement ideas :

Movements you can make while sitting/ laying:

Walking/ Running

Stomp your feet

Jumping Jacks

Shake your hands/ arms in front of you/ above your head

Dancing/ Shaking

Squeezing your body with your hands

Yoga

Gently tapping your body with your hands

Aerobic Exercises

Sometimes doing nothing is everything.
Sometimes doing nothing is hard. Sitting still is hard for many of us.
I’m a fidget or and I have come to the resolution
that Stillness, for the definition here, does not mean lack of movement,
but it means slowing down the racing within
and without us and pausing productivity.

Naps

Petting an animal

Baths

Cuddling with someone you love

Meditation

Cuddling with a stuffed animal

Reading

Singing lullaby's

TV

Knitting

Doodling

What are some of your favorite
stillness's?

Resources
Types of therapy treatments:
https://adaa.org/finding-help/treatment/therapy
To find a therapist:
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us
Emotional Freedom Technique / Tapping:
https://eft.mercola.com

Herbs for Anxiety:
https://avivaromm.com/7-herbs-anxiety/
https://www.integrativepro.com/Resources/Integrative-Blog/2016/What-are-Adaptogens-or-Adaptogenic-Herbs
https://www.gaiaherbs.com/blogs/seeds-of-knowledge/nourishing-nervine-herbs-for-stress-support
https://herbaltherapeutics.net/_media/nervines.pdf
Meditation:
https://www.headspace.com/meditation/anxiety
Breathing:

https://www.drweil.com/health-wellness/body-mind-spirit/stress-anxiety/breathing-three-exercises/
Anxiety Tips/ Personal Recovery Stories/ Recovery Coaching
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bl8_81JF3b8&list=PL83CKprF_cmfUF7tlddtRq4MUUnIBxUZZ&index=3&t=108s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbJv4AiDatg&list=PL83CKprF_cmfUF7tlddtRq4MUUnIBxUZZ&index=3
http://www.panicandanxietycoach.com/
Tenderness and Cute :
Scared is Scared: https://vimeo.com/58659769
Vintage Sesame Street Playlist: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL83CKprF_cmftmGiPepQg6YkGcLb41c_x
Kid Snippets:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL83CKprF_cmes4fxhL6qhLW5voG5M3qP5

